EPIC is a secure website that gives you a stress-free way to send, customize, view, print, manage, and store your Inscape assessments.

From increased customization to a growing list of features, EPIC-based profiles offer advantages even Inscape’s paper instruments can’t match.

**Increased Productivity**
Using EPIC helps conserve valuable training time. Employees complete assessments online before training sessions, so you can use every minute of classroom time to its full advantage. Plus, EPIC takes care of scoring participant profiles behind the scenes, saving time and increasing accuracy.

**Enhanced Administrative Access**
As an EPIC account administrator, you control access to the profiles in your EPIC account. Since it’s all online, you can access EPIC at any time—issue access codes, monitor report completion, and print reports from anywhere in the world. Once a person completes their assessment, EPIC scores and generates their personalized profile right away. People can view their profile immediately after they complete their assessment, or you can hand them out later at your training session.

**Refined Report Options**
Make training stick with exclusive EPIC follow-up reports! You can build group reports from participant profiles stored in your EPIC account, and easily move people in and out of group reports as teams change.

And, you can tailor Everything DiSC® profiles to meet your training timeframe. Profile sections can be rearranged or even removed to fit your needs. You can even personalize Everything DiSC reports with your company name, training program, and logo.

A number of group, facilitator, and comparison reports are available on EPIC. For more information, contact your Inscape Publishing Authorized Distributor.
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**About Inscape Publishing**
Inscape Publishing, the leading provider of instrument-based learning systems, pioneered the original DiSC® learning instrument over three decades ago. Today, we continue to create innovative products and services that engage, inspire, and empower individuals and organizations. Available in 30 languages in more than 70 countries, over one million people each year use Inscape’s learning resources to gain insight into their attitudes, behaviors, and potential in the workplace.

**Minimum System Requirements**
- Internet Explorer 6, Firefox 3, or Safari 2
- Adobe Reader 6
- WinZip for PC, Stuffit Expander for Mac, or comparable software
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